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Overview
To capture network traffic in Azure, a 3rd party network traffic capture solution, such as GigaMon's GigaVue, must be
used. By leveraging GigaMon's technology in Azure, the LogRhythm MistNet NDR can successfully capture network
activity and detect threats in the monitored Azure environment.

Integration Checklist
Device/Application Name

GigaVue Cloud Suite for Azure

Vendor

GigaMon

Device/Application Type

Network Traffic Capture Solution

Supported Model Name/Number

Cloud Suite for Azure

Supported Software Version

5.14.00 or newer

Collection Method

Configurable Log Output

Log Source Type

Log Processing Policy

Exceptions

Additional Information

Document Status

Document Owner

FINAL

Jake Haldeman - Channel Sales Engineer
Ewa Sobon - Technical Writer
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Prerequisites
Prerequisite

Details

Link

Type of Integration

Supported Operating
Systems

Supported Software &
Versions

Authentication Credentials

Required Software Prior to
Integration

• GigaMon G-vTAP on each host
to monitor traffic
• MistNet NDR

Configuration Steps
Integration Installation
1. Deploy GigaVue-FM.
a. Deploy GigaMon's GigaVue Cloud Suite for Azure 5.14.00's GigaVue-FM from the Azure Marketplace.
b. Refer to GigaMon's documentation for proper sizing - in this evaluation, the suggested default virtual
machine (VM) sizes were used.
2. Once the VM has been deployed, the permissions to access details within the Azure Subscription or Resource
Group will be needed.
a. In the Azure Portal, navigate to the Subscription or Resource Group to which access is needed.
b. Select the Access control (IAM) section and select Add role assignment to assign permissions to the VM.
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c. In this configuration, the GigaMon-FM instance was given "Owner" level access to the subscription. For
hardening guidance, refer to the GigaMon documentation.
3. Power on the GigaVue-FM instance (if not already powered up).
4. Enable Programmatic Deployments of the g-VTap controller and GigaVue V Series Node.
a. Locate the GigaVue Cloud Suite for Azure in the Marketplace.
b. Select the component that programmatic deployments must be enabled for (Node, G-vTap Controller).

c. On the details page, select Get Started.

Configuration Steps
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d. Change the Status to Enabled for the areas where GigaMon will be deployed.

e. Repeat this for the services components described above.
Configure GigaVue-FM
1. Create a Monitoring Domain under the Azure section
2. Settings used for this instance are seen below.

a. Ensure the Virtual Networks and Resource Groups that were selected are the ones that will be included in
the traffic capturing and the VM has permission to see those segments.
b. In the process of setting up the Monitoring Domain, the GigaVue-FM will attempt to deploy a vTap and
Node to capture and manage the traffic. Depending on the Azure configuration, CPU quotas may need to
be increased to run these servers.
3. Install the vTap agent on the servers that traffic will be captured from - this is an agent that must be installed on
the operating system to properly capture the network traffic.
4. To setup a Monitor Session in GigaVue-FM,

Configuration Steps
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a. Navigate to Azure Orchestration and create a new Monitoring session
b. Drag a New Map to the working space and configure the include filters to meet the needs of the session.
For this testing session, all IPv4 traffic was sent.
c. Drag a New Tunnel to the working space to configure. The following represents what configurations
were used for this instance. (Note: Update the Remote Tunnel IP to be the IP of the MistNet server being
used.)

d. Once created, drag a line from the map to the tunnel. Refer to the following screenshot for an example of
what result to expect.

e. Note: The Targets section on the right will highlight in orange what is being seen by the GigaMon
deployment. If nothing is orange, the GigaMon deployment will need to be reviewed for errors.

Configure MistNet Sensor
1. SSH into the sever that will host the Mistnet NDR software.
2. Referencing the settings used to create the Tunnel (Configure GigaVue-FM 4c), run the following commands
making sure to change the VXLAN ID and port to what was configured.
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sudo ip link add vxlan100 type vxlan id 100 dstport 4789
sudo ip link set up dev vxlan100

3. To test and confirm that traffic is being received to the MistNet sensor, run the following command:
sudo tcpdump -i vxlan100

4. If traffic being generated on the hosts is seen with the vTap software installed, then the GigaMon product to
forward traffic to LogRhythm’s MistNet NDR was successfully configured. Confirm that MistNet setup, as defined
in the documentation, has been completed prior to handing off to the LogRhythm SRE team to onboard the new
sensor.

Troubleshooting
Resources
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